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Ben ten alien force the gauntlet

This article belongs to The Classic Continuity 62 (Production Order)61 (U.S. Airing Order) What Are Little Girls Made Of? The Gauntlet is the tenth episode of Ben 10: Alien Force. Plot Gwen and Kevin fight a Techadon robot in a warehouse, while Ben tries to scroll through the Omnitrix to find the right alien for this situation. They manage to hold him back, but
he's too strong. However, Ben finds the right alien and turns into a new alien named Goop. After goop defeats and destroys the robot, while showering Gwen and Kevin with mud, Kevin rips off one of his hands, which Gwen slices before it is destroyed, and throws it into the trunk of his car. The hand is revealed to still have some life in it. To Mr. Smoothy,
Kevin is wiping his car, thinking he still has the Ben goo blown over it when the Techadon exploded (although Goop Anti-Gravity Projector collected it all). Nearby, Cash and J.T. spill juice on Ben and make fun of him. After dissuading Kevin from interfering and trying to laugh, Ben almost goes stranger on them, but decides they are not worth it. Instead, he
tells Cash and J.T. how sad it is to see how they have never changed their bullying ways since they were children, making Cash and J.T. look like fools in front of a crowd of people watching them and Ben was applauded for standing up to them. Later, Cash stops and J.T. suggests that they trash Kevin's car. They throw him off an incomplete road, but he
fails to break, and Kevin's technology has stolen pours. J.T. grabs the techadon arm and runs away when Ben, Gwen and Kevin arrive. Ben wants to catch up with them using Jetray, but Gwen dissuades him from doing so. At Manny and Ken's, an old model factory, Cash thinks the glove is stupid, but J.T. is trying to make it look cool. Playing with it, he
accidentally shoots a laser into the ceiling and this inspires Cash. He takes it and puts it on. He decides to use it to get back to Ben, but J.T. notices something wrong. He's trying to ask, but Cash won't give it up. J.T. tries again later that night, but Cash warns him. Noticing that Cash is behaving strangely, J.T. rushes to warn Ben. J.T. tells the location of Kevin
and Gwen Cash and what's wrong with him (not to mention the glove). Kevin goes after Cash to get revenge on him distchasing his car, while Gwen questions J.T. for his decision to hang around Cash, as he was originally a friend of Ben's. J.T. says that Cash is not so bad, since he makes J.T. laugh and watches over him. He also says he'd rather see Cash
beat others instead of him, which Gwen thinks is a rand friendship. Gwen asks J.T. why he not with Cash, J.T. replying that he wanted to warn Ben. Gwen says Ben can take care of him. J.T. wonders about her own safety and Gwen assures her that nothing bad will happen. When Kevin finds Cash at factory, it is merged with Techadon and is super strong.
He beats Kevin in a fight, leaving him with stone parts, a metal arm and a torn face on his body. The Techadon passes through Cash and orders Kevin to tell Ben to meet him with Mr. Smoothy at three o'clock. Gwen and J.T. find Ben and tell him about Kevin. They head to the factory and find it in its weakened state. Kevin tells them about Cash and J.T.
reveals what the glove is doing to him. Kevin tells Ben where Cash wants him and they rush to Mr. Smoothy, leaving Kevin behind. Cash threatens customers until Ben Gwen and J.T. J.T. tries to reason with Cash, but he is angry that J.T. has betrayed him and jumps towards him, but Ben turns into Chromastone and hits Cash before fighting him.
Chromastone tells Cash he doesn't want to fight him, but Cash proceeds to give him a beat-down, which barely baffles him. Chromastone dominates Cash and J.T. makes him fight the influence of Techadon and he returns him to the glove, freeing himself. J.T. reconciles with Ben and leaves with Cash, while Gwen feels she has forgotten something. Ben tells
him it's probably nothing. Kevin is then heard yelling at them off the screen. Notable Events Major Events Cash and J.T. learn about Ben's ability to transform into different aliens with the Omnitrix. Ben first shows his affection for Mr. Smoothy. Omnitrix Alien Debut Character Debut Minor Events Cash is revealed to know Kevin, declaring that he used to be the
coolest kid in town. It is revealed that Ben and J.T. were friends when they were young before he met Cash. Characters Ben Tennyson Gwen Tennyson Kevin Levin Cash Murray J.T. Villains Techadon Robots (first appearance) Aliens Used Goop (first appearance) Chromastone Naming and Translations Language Name Origin English The Hungarian Glove
A p-ncélkeszty -The Gauntlet Portuguese (Br) A Manopla The Gauntlet Spanish (HA) El Guante The Gauntlet Spanish (Spain) El Guante The Gauntlet Cast Allusions Trivia This episode was in preparation , 2007. [goods 1] When Kevin put straws in his nose in the restaurant, Ben was enjoying it, despite the embarrassed look. [DM 1] Merchandise
References - 1.0 1.1 Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 2 DVD; Matt Wayne Crew Statements file - File:The Gauntlet Seinfeld Joke.png Dwayne McDuffie - File:Ben Enjoyed Kevin Straws.PNG Wikipedia list article This is a list of episodes of the American animated television series, Ben 10: Alien Force. The series was created for Cartoon Network by the Man of
Action team (a group consisting of Duncan Rouleau, Joe Casey, Joe Kelly and Steven T. Seagle), and produced by Cartoon Network Studios. It takes place four years after the television series Ben 10 in 2005 and takes a darker than its predecessor. Ben 10: Alien Force was followed by the live 2010 2010 Ben 10 series: Ultimate Alien.
SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedFirst airedLast aired113Parly 18 April 2008 (2008-04-18)31 August 2008 (2008-08-31)213October 10, 2008 (2008-10-10)March 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)320September 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)March 26, 2010 (2010-03-26) Episodes Season 1 (2008) 10 Aliens - Goop, Swampfire, Chromastone, Big Chill, Humungousaur,
Brainstorm, Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo Echo and Alien X No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air dateProd.code11Ben 10 Returns, Part 1Dan RibaDwayne McDuffieAvril 18, 2008 (2008-04-18)101 Five years after the original Ben 10 series, a mature 15-year-old Ben Tennyson took off the Omnitrix and lives a normal life in high school.
While visiting the Rust Bucket to see his grandfather Max, Ben finds Max missing and meets a mysterious alien who runs away. While rummaging through the RV, Ben finds a message left by Max stating that he is investigating renewed alien activity on Earth, and that he has the Omnitrix. Ben confirms that the Omnitrix is still in his room, and deduces that
Max was referring to Ben putting the Omnitrix back on. Ben consults his cousin Gwen, and the two are confronted by Magister Labrid, a plumber who helped Max in his investigation before disappearing. They agree to work together to find Max, and Ben hands over the Omnitrix. The trio ambushed an illegal trade between the Forever Knights and a group of
strangers who attacked Ben. During the battle, the Omnitrix recalibrates, giving Ben access to ten new alien forms. Ben is then attacked by his old enemy Kevin Levin, the broker of the trade, whom he beats. Kevin reluctantly agrees to help find the Knights Forever who had fled, and the group travels to a forever knight castle, where they meet a robotic
dragon. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Swampfire 22Ben 10 Returns, Part 2Butch LukicDwayne McDuffieAvril 18, 2008 (2008-04-18)102 Ben, Gwen, Kevin, and Labrid defeat the robotic dragon and The Forever Knights, but in the process, Labrid is seriously injured. Telling Ben to continue investigating the alien conspiracy and believe in himself, Labrid dies. Kevin,
who takes Labrid's plumber's badge, agrees to continue helping Ben and Gwen. They trace the aliens to a huge underground facility housing a massive spaceship. Gwen concludes that Max was previously in the establishment, but left. Ben decides that they need to complete the mission, and they proceed deeper into the facility, where they encounter an
army of aliens led by a huge, virtually invulnerable Highbreed. Ben duels the Highbreed until their spaceship launches, and the Highbreed orders the destruction of the surrounding area to hide their Ben is able to sabotage the ship just before he vaporizes a hospital, and he crashes and explodes in the desert. Ben, Gwen, with Kevin now by their side, then
decide to continue together to find out what happened to their paternal grandfather. Omnitrix Alien Debuts: Echo-Echo and Humungousaur As a two-part episode, this premiere is 46 minutes longer than regular 23-minute episodes. 33Everything the world is talking about the weatherDan RibaDwayne McDuffieAvril 26, 2008 (2008-04-26)103 In search of
Max's whereabouts, Ben, Gwen and Kevin receive a plumber's badge signal and enter the town of Grover's Mill, where local authorities are pursuing a Pyronite (Ben Heatblast's alien species) that allegedly burned circles of crops with his powers. Ben subdues the Pyronite, who reveals himself as Alan Albright, a half-human; his father was a pyronite plumber
who gave him his badge to protect him from being arrested for interstellar intrusion. Ben helps Alan evade the police, and they investigate the culture circles, which Gwen deduces are actually circuit boards throughout the valley. They discover that they were created by the aliens they have already fought (known as DNAliens), who activate the circuits and
cause a huge machine to mount and change the weather at lower temperatures. Ben and Alan destroy the weather machine, and the sheriff, realizing that Alan was not to blame for the attacks, recruits him to help search for other foreigners in the area. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Jetray 44Kevin's Big ScoreButch LukicK WayneMay 3, 2008 (2008-05-03)104 Kevin
meets an old friend named Argit, who claims he knows the location of a particular piece of extraterrestrial technology that Kevin is looking for. Needing something to negotiate with, Kevin steals Max's RV, the Rust Bucket II, but after seeing the huge amount of plumber technology and weapons inside, Argit double-cross Kevin and steals the RV for himself.
The team follows Argit with a tracking device that Kevin hid on the Rust Bucket landing gear and stops Argit, but Kevin takes the storm away to look for Vulkanus, who is in possession of the alien device. Kevin tries to make a deal with Vulkanus, but the latter forces Kevin to absorb a rare alien crystal called Taedenite, intending to use it as a living gem mine.
Ben and Gwen arrive and beat Vulkanus, and the alien technology Kevin was looking for turns out to be a message from Max, who asks Ben to set up a team of Plumber's children to prepare for what's coming. Omnitrix Foreign Debut: Big Chill 55All That GlittersDan RibaBob Goodman May 10, 2008 (2008-05-10)105 While Ben Obsesses on meeting Max's
request to find other plumbers' children, Gwen and Kevin come to odds on their romantic and inaction of Kevin by asking him to go out. The team meets a weakened high school student who almost caused a car accident, which is avoided by a super-powerful boy named Michael Morningstar, who reveals himself as the child of another plumber. Michael
explains that something makes the girls of his school become zombified zombified zombified and they agree to investigate together. They find and fight a group of zombie girls, who escape after Michael causes debris to fall between them. Gwen, in love with Michael and annoyed by Kevin, agrees to go on a date with him. Kevin, wary of Michael, convinces
Ben to check on her with him, where they find Michael absorbing his powers and turning her into a zombie. Michael is revealed to have been the one zombifying his classmates, stealing their life force for themselves. Gwen is able to defeat Michael, and the girls take their life force from him, distorting him in the process. Kevin then destroys Michael's
plumber's badge, and Ben apologizes for being too quick to trust Michael. Omnitrix Foreign Debut: Chromastone 66Max OutButch LukicJim KriegMay 17, 2008 (2008-05-17)107 Gwen's older brother Ken is missing, and she asks for the help of Ben and Kevin to find it. The gang falls on a Highbreed base in a small town called Santa Mira that makes
Teneocytes, headcrab-style parasites that mutate humans into DNAliens. Ken was infected with one of the Xenocytes, but Ben is able to remove it with the help of the Omnitrix. With Ken in tow, the gang finds Grandpa Max inside the base. While the team and Ken destroy the Xenocyte expeditions, Max sets out to destroy the plant while searching for the
laying machine. Upon their return, the gang finds Max locked in battle with a high-race commander. In an act of self-denial, Max uses an untargeted Null Void projector to destroy the highbreed base, apparently killing himself and highbreed in the process. 77Pier PressureDan RibaLen Uhley May 31, 2008 (2008-05-31)106 Gwen convinces Ben to ask for his
crush, Julie Yamamoto, on a date at a nearby amusement pier. Meanwhile, an alien spacecraft crashes into Earth and unleashes a small symbiotic alien that stalks and attacks Ben. The alien kidnaps Julie and lures Ben onto the crushed ship, which Ben finds is on a countdown of self-destruction, with a galvanic Mechamorph (the species of Ben's alien
Upgrade) is trapped inside. Ben is able to save the Mechamorph, Baz-l, and prevents the ship from exploding. Baz-l explains that the symbiotic mechamorph, nicknamed ship, was sent to find a plumber to save him, and took Ben for a due to the Omnitrix. Baz-l repairs the ship and leaves Earth, leaving the ship in the care of Ben and Julie. Ben and Julie then
return home together, while Ship runs away. Omnitrix Foreign Debut: Brainstorm 88 What Are Little Girls Made Of? Butch LukicMatt WayneJune 7, 2008 (2008-06-07)109 While Ben, Gwen, and Kevin take a break at Max's favorite fishing spot, they see a mysterious veiled elderly leave a pink and yellow flower at the base of a nearby tree that depicts the
romance sign Max -Verdona. When the team tries to meet her, she disappears in a sudden flash of pink / magenta color color They decide to stake the area for a while until the elderly woman shows up again. When she reappears, Ben and Kevin confront her, and she is revealed to possess magical powers just like Gwen's. However, when she sees Gwen
using her powers against her, she is amazed. Gwen's innate magical/mystical powers were inherited from the strange woman - Ben and Gwen's long-lost paternal grandmother, Verdona, an immensely powerful energy called anodite of the distant world Anodyne. Verdona tries to convince Gwen to get out of her human body and embrace all her strength and
abilities with her most intimate anodite self, but Gwen categorically refuses. Verdona reluctantly leaves, but promises to return to visit from time to time. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Spidermonkey 99The GauntletDan RibaRob HoegeeJune 14, 2008 (2008-06-14)110 After the team competes tm at a Techadon robot, Kevin grabs the robot's severed hand and places
it in its trunk. At night, Ben's childhood intimidates J.T. and Cash Murray see Kevin's car outside a restaurant, and decide to ruin it. They push it up a hill, breaking the open trunk. They look inside and grab the Techadon glove before the car alarm draws Kevin. Back at their meeting place, Cash puts the glove on, planning on using his built-in laser blaster to
destroy Ben once and for all and repair their reputation, but the entire robot armor begins to reform around Cash's body. In doing so, the arm mingles with Cash's spirit, making him more hostile than usual. Ben fights cash, and J.T. tries to reason with him. After recalling his friendship with J.T., Cash's will prevails over the robotic arm, and he gradually shrinks
in size to the point where Cash can remove it. J.T. and Cash are back with new respect for Ben. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Goop 1010ParadoxButch LukicJim KriegJuly 5, 2008 (2008-07-05)112 The team gets word from a strange creature wandering around an abandoned desert town called Los Soledad. The creature seems to age everything it touches at an
accelerated rate. While Ben, Gwen and Kevin investigate, they see a strange man who seems to be able to disappear at will. After trying to fight him, the team learns that he is Professor Paradox, a scientist who has been sucked into the event horizon of his time travel experience. Displaced from time and space, Paradox is able to move through time at will.
However, the same mistake that made it ageless created the creature they are looking for. After analyzing his movements, they come to the conclusion that his movement is like that of a man desperately trying to get out of a city They realize that it was Paradox's assistant, Hugo, and try to travel back in time to prevent him from turning into a creature. As they
open a portal and push Hugo away from him, Paradox gets the leverage of gumballs, which he claims are by time, and they are able to place Hugo back in his proper time. In the present, the team sees Hugo, and Paradox exchanges jokes with him before he leaves. Kevin discovers that Paradox has fixed his car in the process. Inside, he discovers a note
saying that if it were to come into contact with something from 1976, it would explode as an antimatter. 1111Be-KnightedDan RibaStan BerkowitzJuille 12, 2008 (2008-07-12)108 Kevin arranged a meeting for Ben with the Knights Forever, who need help to kill a dragon they kept captive under their castle for 1000 years. After teaming up with the Knights'
most powerful warrior, Sir Connor, in a failed attempt to destroy the dragon, Ben notices that the dragon seems to be trying to communicate. The team leaves the Knights behind and follows the dragon to a warehouse where its spaceship is held. Ben adapts to the dragon with a universal translator so he can speak, and he reveals that he is a foreign
cartographer, but has been captured by the Knights Forever. Ben helps the dragon find his spaceship, and he leaves in peace. He then begins to question the motivations of the Knights forever. 1212Aides PlumbersDan RibaLen UhleyJuly 19, 2008 (2008-07-19)111 A pair of rogue, half-human plumbers, a human-Kineceleran woman named Helen Wheels,
and a human-Tetramand man named Manny Armstrong, attacked errant DNAliens and all the other aliens they could find, and sucked them into a Null Void projector, believing he would have vaporized them. Believing that the DNAliens team is disguised, they kidnap Kevin, intending to use him as bait for Gwen and Ben. After his rescue, both parties train.
After looking at a database of aliens they captured and put in the Ull Void, Ben realizes that some of them may have been the children of plumbers. To make matters worse, the duo got into the Null Void to save those they unjustly imprisoned. 1313X - Ben - 2Butch LukicMatt WayneAugust 31, 2008 (2008-08-31)113 The daughter of Emperor Incursean
Milleous Attea is abducted by the bounty hunter Sevenseven. Unless it is returned, Milleous plans to destroy the Earth. The emperor's majordomo, Raff, is looking for Kevin to help with the search. Using Gwen's powers to follow her, they teleport to a nearby dam to save her. When the dam is broken, Ben uses the untested Alien X to try to repair it. The task
is simple thanks to the reality abilities of Alien X, but Attea is once again captured by Sevenseven and Ben finds himself locked in an endless debate with the other two foreign personalities, Bellicus and Serena, unable to move or turn backwards without their consent. Meanwhile, Kevin and Gwen fight against the curved forces attacking them from all sides.
Eventually, Ben is able to convince Serena to turn him into a Swampfire, and does a quick job of enemies. The team finishes the work milleous informs them that the Earth will be spared. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Alien X Season 2 (2008-09) 13 Aliens - Goop, Swampfire, Chromastone, Big Chill, Humungousaur, Brainstorm, Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo Echo,
Cannonbolt, Upchuck and Way Big Ben, Gwen and Kevin have made an even bigger enemy in Michael Morningstar, now going by the name Darkstar. Gwen Tennyson releases her sleepy anodite self (previously seen through the eyes of a foreign child called Tiny) Anodite, inherited from her grandmother Verdona, for the first time. A rogue galvan named
Albedo and Azmuth's former assistant, has trapped himself in the form of Ben and covets the Omnitrix to restore his true form. Ben's parents, Carl and Sandra, make their debut and discover their son's activities to save the galaxy from intergalactic adversaries. Maxwell Tennyson is revealed to be very alive, after being transported to the prison size Null Void.
The High States declare an intergalactic truce after Ben's convincing intervention. Ben reunites Cannonbolt, Way Big, Upchuck and Wildmutt and unlocks a new alien, Lodestar. A live action film takes place between the two-part finale and the two-part premiere of Season 3. No.overallNo. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten by Original air
dateProd.code141Darkstar RisingDan RibaDwayne McDuffieOctober 10, 2008 (2008-10-10)201 After a plumber setup to find out if the team was disguised as plumbers, Ben, Gwen and Kevin are banned from fighting the Highbreed threat by plumbers Magister Prior Gilhil. Ghilhil has doubts that the Highbreed are even as much of a threat as they claim.



Elsewhere, a mysterious powerful new enemy employs a Highbreed to attack the team. After also notifying Gilhil, all three are captured by the team's old enemy, Michael Morningstar, now calling himself Darkstar. 152Alone TogetherButch LukicCharlotte FullertonOctober 17, 2008 (2008-10-17)202 After an accident with a teleporter pod, Ben and a high-breed
officer named Reinrassic III are stranded on a desert planet called Turrawuste. The two men are forced to work together to fend off the planet's dangerous predators while on their way to the routing station, much to Reinrassic's chagrin. As they cross the desert, the two men save each other from the danger of violent native wildlife, even risking their own
lives to do so. The day before they access the routing station, a creature attacks them, cutting off Reinrassic's right hand. This prompts Ben to turn into a Swampfire to reattach him. However, Reinrassic does not take well at this, claiming Ben has made him unclean. When Ben leaves through the portal the next morning, he asks Reinrassic why he to stay
back. Reinrassic says he does it because his Methanosian right hand has made him unclean by highbreed standards, and that only the purebred top can with the invasion. 163Good Copy, Bad Copy[a]Butch LukicStan BerkowitzOctober 24, 2008 (2008-10-24)203 A Galvan (Grey Matter's race) named Albedo builds his own Omnitrix and is permanently stuck
in Ben's human form (wearing since the Omnitrix, Ben's DNA has become a default in the Omnitrix). Desperate to find Ben, Albedo resorts to the destruction of DNAlien hives and forever knight castles, demanding information about the teenage porter Omnitrix. When Gwen and Kevin hear rumors that Ben would cause all this damage without them, they
naturally distrust the real Ben, who studied for a physics test with Julie all the time. Gwen and Kevin find Ben pulling out another hive and stopping him. When Ben answers Kevin's questions, his left eye begins to shake, suggesting that he is lying. The real Ben comes soon after. The fake Ben reveals himself as Albedo, a Galvan, and the creator of the
Omnitrix. When he asks for omnitrix's back, his left eye twiches again. Ben, thinking that Albedo is a Highbreed, demands that he reveal his face. Albedo tells him that this is not possible because he took Ben's human form because of Ben's DNA being fixed as a defect for the Omnitrix. Albedo turns into Jetray and flies to a computer factory, but Gwen follows
him with the mana he leaves behind. When they follow him there, Albedo sticks Gwen and Kevin to a wall with foam wrapping. Ben and Albedo continually change shape as they fight. When their two Omnitrixes time out, Albedo makes a final plea to Ben to remove the Omnitrix. When Ben refuses, Albedo reaches out and tries to hit Ben. As Ben walks away,
his Omnitrix locks with Albedo. It sends an energy pulse that makes Albedo's jacket red and his hair white. Azmuth teleports to the facility and tells the group that Albedo was his assistant who helped him build the Omnitrix. Azmuth abducts Omnitrix from Albedo, effectively trapping him in his human form, and sends him to a prison in the Null Void, where he
plots his revenge and demands chili fries. 174Save the Last DanceDan RibaAmy WolframNovember 7, 2008 (2008-11-07)204 Gwen asks Kevin to take him to his school dance, forcing a distraught Kevin to seek Ben's advice. However, Ben has his own problems as Big Chill is trumping the Omnitrix, and taking over his body with every transformation.
Whenever this happens, Ben finds himself lying on a large metal structure that continues to grow every time he finds himself there. Despite Julie helping him take note of his transformation into Jetray, he unwittingly hits the Omnitrix and turns into Big Chill. Ben has no recollection of the second transformation that is taking place Julie tells him in the morning.
On the evening of the dance, the band finds themselves following Big Chill to the large metal structure. It bursts open, revealing green goo inside. Several goo bubbles emerge and of them are baby necrofriggians. Kevin reveals that Necrofriggians reproduce asexually every eighty years, which means it will be unlikely that Ben will ever have to relive this. Big
Chill sends his children to live in the nepfriggian home world, and Kevin jokingly calls Ben Mom when he turns around. Seeing that they missed their dance, Gwen and Kevin decide to do it in the desert. 185UndercoverButch LukicAdam BeechenNovember 14, 2008 (2008-11-14)205 After trying to test a broken teleporter pod, the team decided to get help
from Cooper Daniels, the young boy who had helped the Tennysons in the past. Upon arriving at his house, they discover a video of his capture by the DNAliens. They track him down to the abandoned military base in Los Soledad, where Paradox built his time machine. They discover that the Highbreed have erected a camouflage field, built by Cooper on
the area, hiding a huge, mysterious ark-shaped device. 196Pet ProjectJohn FangLen UhleyNovember 21, 2008 (2008-11-21)206 The scientist forever knights Dr. Joseph Chadwick sends Sir Morton to kidnap Ship so that the Forever Knights could use it to mass produce a fleet of interstellar spaceships with which to attack the original world of the alien
dragon that escaped them. Morton attacks Ship, capturing the little alien. Ben arrives too late, and the team goes in search of the Knights. Assuming the Knights have something to do with a medieval trail of houses, the team, joined by Julie, attempt to sneak into the main house to save the ship. 207GroundedDan RibaJim KriegNovember 26, 2008 (2008-11-
26)207 While fighting one of the Highbreed, Ben's parents catch him turning into Swampfire. Seeing that he comes home with a black eye, they forbid him to use the Omnitrix for fear that he will be hurt. With Gwen and Kevin on the trail of a Highbreed plot, Ben tries to sneak out of the house as Echo Echo. Once Ben's parents see that he disobeyed their
orders, they put him down. His various attempts to help his allies by phone and computer only results in Ben being forced to tell his parents about Gwen helping him, resulting in her suffering the same fate as her cousin, and leaving Kevin alone to find out what the Highbreeds are up to, but later to the ship struggling with Highbreed Ben's parents are proud of
him because Ben is the only one who can save the world and knows what and they allow Ben to continue to protect the world. 218VoidedButch LukicJim KriegDecember 5, 2008 (2008-12-05)208 Helen and Manny use Gwen's powers to call on Ben's team to help deal with Dangerous enemy in the Null Void: D'Void. Ben enters alone, Kevin and Gwen waiting
on the other side to bring him back. Once inside, Ben is shocked to learn that D'Void is really Dr. Animo, who took control of the Null Guardians and enslaved the inhabitants of the Empty. Ben later met Grandpa Max, who was transported to the Ull Void in Max Out and led a resistance movement under the name The Wrench. 229Inside ManJohn FangMatt
WayneDecember 12, 2008 (2008-12-12)209 The team rescues a young man named Tyler, who stole the swing key for the hyperspace gateway of the Los Soledad Highbreed. He struck the truck and suffered a memory loss as he escaped. After being almost captured by the DNAliens in a small town, the team saves him and are forced to run the DNAliens to
track down the aircraft, resulting in a battle. The team is victorious, but they discover that Tyler is in fact a DNAlien, having managed to resist the Xenocyte controlling him, and only looked human by the use of an identity mask. 2310Birds of a FeatherDan RibaStan Berkowitz March 24, 2009 (2009-03-24)210 An Arachnichimp (The Spidermonkey Race),
Simian, needs help to recover a crystal that is supposed to be the symbol of the monarchy on his planet. Ben offers to help, but Kevin and Gwen are skeptical. In the middle of the battle, Ben discovers that Simian lied, and that crystal is actually feeding an intergalactic communication station. By stealing it, Simian will prevent the Earth from calling for help
against the invasion of the High Cons. 2411UnarthedButch LukicCharlotte Fullerton March 25, 2009 (2009-03-25)211 A DNAlien mining operation under Los Soledad discovers an alien spaceship, from which a large alien creature is released. He wanders around the nearby town to collect random objects, eventually attracting the attention of Ben, Gwen, and
Kevin. After a short battle, they realize that the stranger is actually a little girl. The stranger perceives Gwen as an anodite and clings to every word. Needing to return the baby to her parents, the team follows her to her ship. 2512War of the Worlds, Part 1Dan RibaDwayne McDuffieMars 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)212 Paradox and Azmuth arrive on Earth to warn
Ben of highbreed's approaching fleet. Gwen and Kevin bring together all the allies they have met to counter the threat. Meanwhile, Azmuth reveals to Ben that the Omnitrix contains the DNA of all the galaxy's sensitive species, 1,000,910 in total, and unlocks Master Control so that Ben can effectively fight the Highbreed. Omnitrix Foreign Debut: Cannonbolt,
Upchuck, Way Big 2613War of the Worlds, Part 2Butch LukicDwayne McDuffieMars 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)213 The team must surrender to the captain of the fleet, on the ship head Hautebreed to stop the invasion. Ben, Gwen and Kevin quickly head for the captain of the fleet. The commander of the High Race and the team fight. The trio is then surrounded
by a group of DNAliens, but are saved by Max, Pierce, Helen, Manny, and a Null Guardian, who have regained control of the Null Void. Ben, Gwen, Kevin, Azmuth and Ship as spaceships are heading to the native world of Highbreed Highbreed Augstaka to face the Supreme of High-Breed after the commander tells them that he is the only one who can start
war. When they arrive in Augstaka, they are captured. Ben escapes his imprisonment by turning into a Humungousaur. The team bursts and takes on the Supreme of High Race in person. Ben uses Omnitrix to detect genetic damage in all Highbreed. It sends an pulse that attaches Omnitrix's extraterrestrial DNA to each Highbreed. The Supreme of the High
Conseignes is disgusted by Ben's action, and considers mass suicide as the only worthy exit of the species. Before he could act, Reinrassic III enters and tells the Supreme of the High Conbres that this genetic recombination allowed their species to survive. Reinrassic, whose METhanoi DNA grew higher in his right arm, is not affected by genetic
recombination. Seeing Reinrassic's knowledge of introducing additional DNA, the Highbreed Supreme withdraws and appoints Reinrassic the new High-Breed Supreme. With this, Ben asks Reinrassic to call for war, which he does. The two shake hands before leaving. Back on Earth, Gwen tells everyone that Darkstar has escaped, to which Ben replies that
they will find him later. Ben discovers that the Master Control has died out. When he asks Azmuth how to turn him over, Azmuth smiles and tells him to have fun understanding it. He teleports, leaving Ben free to try a new alien that has just emerged. Season 3 (2009-2010) 17 Aliens - Goop, Swampfire, Chromastone, Big Chill, Humungousaur, Brainstorm,
Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo Echo, Alien-x, Rath, Lodestar, Cannonbolt, Upchuck, Way Big, Diamondhead and Ghostfreak Ben Tennyson's archenemy, Vilgax, returns with a completely different appearance and deeper voice. The Omnitrix breaks by hijacking, merging Kevin's body with various solid substances. Ghostfreak, one of ten original Ben forms he
used five years ago, is back. The true secrets of the Omnitrix and its many powers are revealed. Charmcaster returns to adopting revenge on Gwen for taking her spell book five years ago. His uncle, Hex makes his debut, but only in an alternative reality inadvertently created by Gwen's interference with the time flow. Information about Kevin Levin's late
father, Devin, is revealed. His anonymous mother also made her debut. Albedo returns, with a new improved Galvan technology called Ultimatrix and teams up with Vilgax, but is double-crossed. The Omnitrix is destroyed, so Ben acquires the Ultimatrix of his evil twin who evolves some of his aliens to their ultimate forms, with new and even greater abilities.
No.overallNo. byWritten byOriginal air dateProd.code271Vengeance of VilgaxDan RibaDwayne McDuffieSeptember 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)301 Vilgax begins by winning a Conquering Challenge and drains the powers of the defeated champion he defeats. He then heads to Earth in a to get back at Ben. Meanwhile, Ben is seen acting more arrogant as he
receives another medal to save the universe, and is shown to have received many of them. He shows up late for a mission and Gwen and Kevin are angry with him. Psyphon appears on Earth and summons Vilgax, who beats Max and the other plumbers. Kevin tries to hack the Omnitrix despite a warning from Azmuth, but turns into a combination of different
metals and some of Ben's aliens escape the Omnitrix. This was preceded by the film Alien Swarm, which takes place a few weeks before this two-part premiere of Season 3. 282Vengeance of Vilgax, Part 2Butch LukicDwayne McDuffieSeptember 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)302 Ben begins by taking back the lost aliens of Chromastone, Spidermonkey, and Goop
before taking on Vilgax. However, despite trying to use Jetray, Big Chill, and Humongusaur, he is unable to defeat Vilgax. Gwen and Kevin introduce themselves with Way Big, which Ben scans and tries to turn into, but he becomes Chromastone instead. Vilgax, unfortunately, manages to break Chromastone with relative ease, assuming al that Ben has
perished. Psyphon picks up the Omnitrix and introduces him to his master, but Ben reappears as Diamondhead and defeats Vilgax, saving Earth. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Diamondhead 293InfernoJohn FangLen UhleySeptember 18, 2009 (2009-09-18)303 Ben, Gwen, and Kevin discover that Vulkanus plans to drill in the center of the Earth. 304Fool's GoldDan
RibaEugene SonSeptmber 25, 2009 (2009-09-25)304 A stranger asks Ben to help locate his missing best friend. 315SimpleButch LukicStan BerkowitzOctober 9, 2009 (2009-10-09)305 Ben and the team travel to an alien planet to resolve a conflict between the inhabitants. Kevin finds that Argit was selling the weapons from side to side after painting them a
different color. A temporary truce occurs, but as Ben tries to shake hands with the leaders on either side, a party takes offense and the war restarts. Then Ben kidnaps the leaders of each side in an attempt to force another truce, but they escape after blinding Ben with a flashlight. Ben transforms into Way Big and accidentally breaks a statue of the former
leader of the planet. With both sides fighting and angry at Ben, he flees the planet. Omnitrix Foreign Debut: Lodestar 326Don't Fear the Repo (Vreedle, Vreedle)John FangCharlotte FullertonOctober 16, 2009 (2009-10-16)306 Ben and Kevin try to thwart repo-men sent to return Ship to his manufacturer and call on a judge to overturn his decision.
337SinglehandedDan RibaMarty IsenbergOctober 23, 2009 (2009-10-23)307 A bounty hunter who is after the Omnitrix sends Ben to the Void Null, but his left hand stays on 348If All Else FailsButch LukicAdam BeechenNovember 6, 2009 (2009-11-06)308 Ben, Gwen, Max and Kevin must thwart a failsafe Highbreed, which gets accidentally fixed fixed fixed
359In Charm's WayJohn Fang and Rick MoralesPeter DavidNovember 13, 2009 (2009-11-13)309 Charmcaster returns and gets Kevin to help him defeat Gwen. 3610Ghost TownDan RibaNicole DubucNovember 20, 2009 (2009-11-20)310 Vilgax asks for Ben's help in killing Zs'Skayr who has taken over his planet. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Ghostfreak
3711Trade-OffButch LukicLen WeinDecember 4, 2009 (2009-12-04)311 Kevin teamed up with Darkstar to recover an artifact that could cure both. 3812Busy BoxRick MoralesJake BlackDecember 11, 2009 (2009-12-11)312 Ben, Gwen and Kevin battle toy of a stranger who turns out to be very dangerous. 3913Con of RathDan RibaLen UhleyJanuary 8,
2010 (2010-01-08)313 Omnitrix dysfunctions, turning Ben into a ruthless and aggressive alien during an intergalactic peace mission. Omnitrix Alien Debut: Rath 4014PrimusButch LukicCharlotte FullertonJanuary 15, 2010 (2010-01-15)314 Ben, Gwen and Kevin transport themselves through the Omnitrix to a strange new planet where they meet Vilgax.
4115Time HealsRick MoralesLen UhleyJanuary 22, 2010 (2010-01-22)315 Gwen goes back in time to stop the Omnitrix experience from ever happening while causing disasters in the present time. 4216The Secret of ChromastoneDan RibaRich FogelJanuary 29, 2010 (2010-01-29)316 A sick Ben is happy to see an old Tetrax friend, but discovers that he
has plans of his own. 4317Above and BeyondButch LukicEugene SonMars 12, 2010 (2010-03-12)317 Plumbers see a video of Ben threatening to kill Max. Manny, Helen, Pierce and Alan go to the plumber's station to find out what's going on. When they arrive, they see a video of Max saying of working as a team, Helen walks away to look for Max, but gets
beaten by Ben. Ben also beats Manny and Pierce, while in battle with Alan, the other plumbers helps join the fight to defeat Ben, but he escapes. The Plumbers agree to work as a team, in doing defeat Ben and eject him into space as Humongusaur. Max appears at the ship and tells the plumbers that it was a test to see their teamwork skills and tells them
they will go to the Plumbers Academy. 4418VendettaRick MoralesLen WeinMars 19, 2010 (2010-03-19)318 Kevin decides to settle old scores with an escaped crook. 4519The Final Battle, Part 1Dan RibaDwayne McDuffieMars 26, 2010 (2010-03-26)319 Vilgax and Albedo back and team up to kidnap Kevin and Gwen so they can take Ben. Ultimatrix
Foreign Debut: Ultimate Humungousaur (By Albedo) 4620The Final Battle, Part 2Butch LukicDwayne McDuffieMarch 26, 2010 (2010-03-26)320 Ben abandons the Omnitrix and overcomes the seemingly impossible chances of defeating Vilgax, who betrayed Albedo. Ultimatrix alien debuts: Ultimate Swampfire (By Live-action Movie (2009) TitleDirected
byWritten byOriginal air dateBen 10: Alien SwarmAlex WinterJohn Turman Turman James KriegNovember 25, 2009 (2009-11-25) Elena, a childhood friend of Ben and Gwen, as well as the child of a plumber, returns to explain that her father has been abducted and that she needs their help. Omnitrix alien debut: Nanomech Video short (2009) TitleDirected
by Original air date Peter Kay's All Animated StarsTim HarperPeter KayNovmber 21, 2009 (2009-11-21) Big Chris leads a chorus of characters from various animated children's television shows in a medley of seven songs including Ben Tennyson on a singing screen. DVD releases Region 1 releases DVD title Season Aspect ratio Episode count Time long
Date Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 1[1][2] Season One 4:3[1] 5[1] 110 Minutes[2] October 21, 2008[1][2] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 2[3][4] Season 4:3[3] 4[3] 88 Minutes[4] January 13, 2009[3][4] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 3[5] Season 1 4:3[5] 4[5] 88 Minutes[5] April 7, 2009[5] Ben 10 : Alien Force Volume 4[6] Season 2 16:9[7] 5[6] 113 Minutes[7]
September 1, 2009[6] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 5[8] Season 2 16:9[9] 4[8] 90 Minutes[9] November 17, 2,0009[8] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 6[10] Season 2 16:9[10] 4[10] 90 Minutes[10] March 30, 2010[10] Ben 10 In: Alien Force Volume 7[11] Season Three 16:9[11] 7[11] 159 Minutes[11] June 29, 2010[11] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 8[12] Season
Three 16:9[12] 6[12] 136 Minutes[12] August 24, August 24, August 24, 2010[12] Ben 10: Alien Force Volume 9[13] Season Three 16:9[13] 7[13] 180 Minutes[13] October 5, 2010[13] Region 4 releases DVD title Season Report Report Episode Number of episodes Ben 10 release date In: Alien Force - Season 1[14] Season 4:3[14] 13 [14] 286 Minutes June
1, 2011 [14] Ben 10: Alien Force - Season 2[15] Season 2 4:3[15] 13 286 Minutes[15] June 1, 10 2011 Ben 10: Alien Force - Season 3[16] Season Three 4:3[16] 10[16] 220 Minutes June 1, 2011[16] See also List of 10 episodes Ben Ben List 10 : Ultimate Alien Episodes List of Ben 10: Omniverse Episodes List of Ben 10 (TV series 2016) episodes Notes -
This episode was historic by Joseph Kuhr and the script of Matt Wayne. References - a b c d Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 1. Internet: tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-10. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b c Ben 10: Alien Force, Vol. 1 (2008). Product info. Amazon.com. Excerpt 2008-10-04. A b c d Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 2. Product
info. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-10. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b c Ben 10: Alien Force, Vol. 2 (2008). Product info. Amazon.com. Excerpt 2010-02-13. A b c d e Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 3. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-10. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b c Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Strength - Volume 4.
Product info. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-10. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Force, Vol. 4. Back cover of the DVD. Amazon.com. 2010-02-13. Product info. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-06. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Force, Vol. 5. Back cover of the DVD.
Amazon.com. Recovered 2010-02-13. A b c d e Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 6. Product info. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-10. Excerpt 2010-02-13. Lambert, David (2010-02-10). Ben 10: Alien Force DVD news: Announcement for Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 7. New. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-02-
13. Excerpt 2010-02-13. Lambert, David (2010-05-13). Ben 10: Alien Force DVD News: Announcement for Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 8. New. tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-05-16. Excerpt 2010-05-13. Lambert, David (2010-06-17). Ben 10: Alien Force DVD news: Announcement for Ben 10: Alien Force - Volume 9. New.
tvshowsondvd.com. Archived from the original on 2010-06-20. Excerpt 2010-06-17. a b c d Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Force - Vol. 1. Product info. ezydvd.com.au. Archived from the original on 2009-10-06. Excerpt 2010-02-13. a b c Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Force - Vol. 2. Product info. ezydvd.com.au. Archived from the original on 2009-10-06. Excerpt 2010-02-
13. a b c d Ben 10: Extraterrestrial Force - Vol. 3. Product info. ezydvd.com.au. Archived from the original on 2009-10-04. Excerpt 2010-02-13. Excerpt from
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